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OUR MOTIVATION

 Inquiry into exporting (FOEs) Foreign Owned Entities localisation preferences

 Why focus on exports?: international economics point of view, access to the 
unique database, the topic not sufficiently researched for Poland yet, FOEs are 
important contributors to Poland’s exports (66 per cent), vulnerability and 
sensitivity of regions in crisis and post crisis period (FDI and exports of FOEs)

 We suspect FOEs to differ vs. non FOEs (FOEs represent the „new”/mobile 
investment, assessing the attractiveness, less prone to historical legacy in 
locational choices, selection effect??)

 Agglomeration of exporters (factors, differences FOEs vs. non-FOEs)

 Role of Special Economic Zones (efficiency, stimulation of exports, their future, 
public aid)

 Often, being the part of MNE, FOEs contribute to intra-industry trade, which 
translates into locational choices

 The research is a part of the project entitled “Regional exporting activity.
Assessment of determinants in light of contemporary foreign trade theory for
Poland and Spain” supported by the National Science Centre of Poland under the
grant no. 2015/19/B/HS4/01704.



THEORETICAL BACKGROUND (1)
 Two strands of literature: location / spatial distribution of economic activity & 

international economics (FDI and exports)

 Relation between (international) economics and space

 For a long time, both theoretical strands were evolving rather independently

 Many fundamental issues tackled by regional economics, however international 
aspects were not treated with serious attention

 In international economics, it was neglected that exports come not from an 
abstract, undefined space but from concrete locations, and the question is what 
are their characteristics

 Capello (2016, p. 1): space influences the functioning of the economic system, 
constitutes a source of economic advantages or disadvantages, brings 
geographical advantages, reduces transportation costs and transaction ones 

 Exogenous factors are less important (such as factors’ endowment), more 
important are the endogenous ones, i.e. accessibility, human and social capital, 
technological competitiveness, etc.  => Space is an important production factor



THEORETICAL BACKGROUND (2)
 Exporters are supposed to agglomerate because of economic activity as such –

agglomerates (Marshall 1920: firms interact and collocate, because of externalities)

 Arrow (1962) and Romer (1986), co-location of firms in a particular region stimulates
spillovers of knowledge, pooling of labour and facilitates input-output interactions. In the
case of exporting activity, it reduces the risk of expansion to foreign markets

 Duranton and Puga (2004): exporters do agglomerate because of sharing (infrastructure),
matching (finding necessary inputs, required for exporting and increasing productivity)
and learning (about foreign markets, which reduces costs of establishing exports and
further exporting) (Aitken, Hanson, & Harrison, 1997; Chevassus-Lozza & Galliano, 2003)

 Why FOEs are different/special?

 FDI supplement the scarce domestic capital resources, bring technological capacities (also
tacit knowledge), countries and their regions are competing for FOEs

 Forsgren (2008) FOEs/MNE: two faces of a Janus, a beauty and a beast, bright and dark
sides of MNEs operations

 Functions of FOEs (Forsgren 2008): dominating firms (using their quasi-monopolistic
power), coordinating economic activity dispersed in many locations (searching for
efficiency upgrades), are knowing firms, networkers and politicising ones – translates into
propensity to export and exports intensity

 Dunning (and Lundan) 2008: OLI paradigm + motives of FDI, translates into unpredictable
(higher or lower) inclination of a particular FOE to engage into exporting activity, which is
also influenced by sectoral characteristics (tradeable vs. non-tradeable sectors)



REVIEW OF THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL LITERATURE 
– GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
 Both, firm and regional level factors shall determine export performance

 Some problems related to endogeneity are expected, as the economic performance of a
region is determined by the firms operating within

 In theoretical and empirical literature the stress is on agglomeration externalities, and
these are central regions (metropolitan, core ones etc.) that are supposed to attract the
most competitive firms, that are exporters. Therefore metropolises are expected to form a
sort of globalisation/exporting nodes

 The rule of gravity is expected to have something to say: exports are determined by the
proximity to the largest markets. In case of Poland the proximity to the neighbours of
Poland to the west and to the south matters

 However drawbacks stemming from being periphery and non-agglomeration can be offset
by access to infrastructure or by offering lower costs (i.e. lower remuneration, lower prices
of real property acquisition, etc.)

 As FOEs represent the newly invested capital and newly-established export capacity
thereof (in comparison to indigenous firms, whose location patterns are driven by inertia
stemming from historical circumstances) their exports are expected to be both: more
spatially concentrated and situated closer to the largest export markets (in the west)

 The question of discussion remains if agglomeration can be observed as regards the
number of exporters or rather the volume of exports

 Export stems from clustering, therefore some “islands of exports” are expected to be
revealed



SOME EMPIRICAL ISSUES
 Heterogeneity (Melitz 2008, Antras and Yeaple 2014): 

 higher productivity      => exports

 innovations         => exports

 Carlino & Kerr (2015): innovation activity => more concentrated than overall
economic activity

 The nexus between FDI and exports shall, however, be treated with caution!!:
intensive margin, extensive margin, and export intensity (Mayer & Ottaviano, 2008)

 The main question being asked is if FDI and trade are complementary or substitutive
(Blomström, Globerman, & Kokko, 2002; Brainard, S., Lael, 1993; Helpman, 1984;
Helpman & Krugman, 1985; Jensen, 2002; Markusen, 1984; Varblane & Ziacik, 2000)

 Estrin, Meyer, Wright, & Foliano (2008): the export performance of FOEs is difficult to
be assessed because of the relative position of the subsidiaries within the MNE
matters. This position can influence both: the probability of exporting and its intensity

 Cassey et al. (2016), who showed destination-specific externalities for Russian
exporters. This agglomeration around exports’ destinations stems for the possibility of
costs reduction and risk sharing

 Koenig (2009) in the case of French exporters identifies the destination-specific
influence of existing exporters on the new ones. The more remote are the export
markets, the stronger export spillovers were identified



STYLISED FACTS - SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF EXPORTERS IN POLAND 
(LEFT-HAND SIDE) AND THE SHARE OF FOREIGN-OWNED EXPORTERS 
(RIGHT-HAND SIDE) IN 2015 

Source: Own compilation. The quantile division of powiats (LAU 1) into 8 strata.

No. of exporters in 2015 Share of foreign-owned exporters in 2015 (%)

 stability of the „picture” over the years
 a distinct discrepancy between the western and eastern regions 
 the impact of the metropolises and significance of the transport infrastructure
 despite the regularities, there are local “islands” or concentrations exporters



HYPOTHESES:

 H1: Foreign-owned exporters and indigenous exporters show different
location patterns. Being less burdened by historical legacy or anchored to
a particular site, FOEs location decisions are driven to a larger extent by
factors of the investment climate

 H2: FOEs are more sensitive to agglomeration externalities than
indigenous firms

 H3: The role of SEZs in location decisions of exporters is positive, with
FOEs being more susceptible to incentives offered by SEZs



THE DATASET

 data from different sources (Customs Chamber, Central Statistical Office,
Ministry of Development, estimates, calculations on maps), combining
information on local area units in Poland (LAU 1, powiats) over the period
2005 – 2013

 due to lack of offical TFP at LAU 1 level, we use the estimates of Ciołek and
Brodzicki (2016) in this regard

 distances to selected „points of interests” (POIs) (regional capital city,
special economic zone, port, airport, railway station, national border) and
minimal distances to national road, express road, motorway, railway line,
obtained from calculations in GIS software

 most of the data log transformed

 remuneration, fixed assets … deflated

 metropolitan dummy – areas within the core or outer-sphere of 8
metropolitan areas as indicated by the ESPON MEGA classification (MEGA 3
and MEGA 4)



Variable Description Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

lndist_motor
ln minimal distance to express road or 

motorway
7,938 3.016 1.038 -2.112 4.844

lndist_droad ln minimal distance to domestic road 7,938 1.690 0.874 -1.866 3.123

lndist_rail ln minimal distance to railway line 7,938 1.503 0.893 -1.817 3.478

lndist_airp ln minimal distance to airport 7,938 4.151 0.712 1.096 5.658

lndist_seap ln minimal distance to seaport 7,938 5.570 0.757 0.381 6.441

lndist_bord ln minimal distance to border 7,938 4.224 0.927 1.396 5.479

lndist_plde ln minimal distance to PL#DE border 7,938 5.538 0.821 1.628 6.432

lndist_plcz ln minimal distance to PL#CZ border 7,938 5.138 0.966 1.549 6.340

lndist_plsk ln minimal distance to PL#SK border 7,938 5.379 0.823 1.913 6.358

lndist_plby ln minimal distance to PL#BY border 7,938 5.520 0.710 2.567 6.405

lndist_plua ln minimal distance to PL#UA border 7,938 5.537 0.791 1.574 6.524

lndist_pllt ln minimal distance to PL#LT border 7,938 5.863 0.555 2.313 6.452

lndist_plru ln minimal distance to PL#RU border 7,938 5.604 0.695 2.086 6.335

ln_tfp ln TFP 4,158 7.381 1.411 3.016 9.351

ln_graduates ln no. of tertiary graduates 7,938 -3.905 2.310 -4.605 6.786

ln_capital ln fixed assets per capita 3,402 2.555 0.751 0.280 4.918

road_access multimodal time road accessibility index 5,292 25.212 14.353 5.000 75.000

ln_roads ln roads with hard surface (in km) 5,662 5.457 0.754 -4.605 7.242

FOE FOE dummy 8,316 0.993 0.083 0.000 1.000

SEZ SEZ dummy 8,316 0.738 0.440 0.000 1.000

unem_r unemployment rate 4,536 0.161 0.070 0.017 0.427

sh_heduc share of population with higher education 5,292 0.260 0.088 0.070 0.497

sh_e_ind share of employed in industry 4,172 0.290 0.120 0 0.754

ln_renum ln renumeration 4,158 7.808 0.156 7.293 8.634

metro metropolitan dummy 8,316 0.089 0.285 0.000 1.000



ESTIMATION APPROACH
 Due to the cross-sectional nature of the data on economic geography of Poland

(distances to selected POIs) and the nature of the dependent variable (the number
of exporters in powiats is a count data variable), our choices of econometric
methods was limited

 Due to the presence of overdispersion, the negative binomial models were
preferred over Poisson models, further supplied by the significance of the α
parameter and the likelihood ratio test

 We estimated unconditional negative binomial models with a set of time-varying
economic indicators, supplied by the vector of time-invariant geographical
distances, to provide a better understanding of the spatial distribution of exporters.

 Where

 𝑌𝑖 - no. of exporters in i-th powiat

 Γ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

 𝐸 𝑌𝑖 = 𝜇𝑖, 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑌𝑖 = 𝜇𝑖 +
1

𝛼
𝜇𝑖
2

 In order to account for unobserved region-specific and time-specific factors regional
and time dummies were introduced

 In the first step, estimates for the total number of exporters (ex) are provided. In the
second step, the role of FOEs (ex_foe) is investigated in a greater detail and opposed
to indigenous firms (ex_nfoe)

ln 𝜇𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 

𝑗=1

𝑘

𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑖𝑗



THE IMPACT OF GEOGRAPHICAL FACTORS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

VARIABLES ex ex ex_nfoe ex_nfoe ex_foe ex_foe

lndist_motor -0.0850*** -0.0885*** -0.0657*** -0.0718*** -0.166*** -0.154***

(0.0184) (0.0181) (0.0182) (0.0180) (0.0218) (0.0215)

lndist_droad -0.228*** -0.241*** -0.229*** -0.240*** -0.244*** -0.270***

(0.0193) (0.0191) (0.0196) (0.0195) (0.0235) (0.0232)

lndist_rail -0.261*** -0.238*** -0.249*** -0.227*** -0.310*** -0.289***

(0.0189) (0.0192) (0.0193) (0.0196) (0.0227) (0.0230)

lndist_airp -0.529*** -0.541*** -0.482*** -0.491*** -0.727*** -0.758***

(0.0273) (0.0272) (0.0267) (0.0268) (0.0330) (0.0330)

lndist_seap 0.207*** 0.159*** 0.189*** 0.122** 0.268*** 0.283***

(0.0433) (0.0501) (0.0458) (0.0532) (0.0419) (0.0456)

lndist_bord -0.0419** -0.0437** -0.0260

(0.0185) (0.0183) (0.0249)

Heterogenous border effects YES YES YES

Constant 6.516*** 4.460*** 6.065*** 4.318*** 5.851*** 0.926

(0.191) (0.723) (0.205) (0.729) (0.182) (0.951)

Pseudo R2 0.0813 0.0859 0.0773 0.0818 0.126 0.132

AIC 41634 41441 39812 39631 27300 27119

BIC 41852 41698 40031 39888 27518 27376

- Close distance to an airport, domestic roads, railway lines of key importance

- Surprisingly higher distance to seaports significant - due to concentration of industry in the south of Poland, 

which reduced the role of maritime transport. Generally, the role of the border significant

- FOEs more sensitive to second nature geographical factors



INDIVIDUAL BORDER 
EFFECTS ON THE LOCATION 
OF EXPORTERS IN POLAND

Some locational 
determinants (from the 
previous slide) are not 
presented.

- impact of the border is 
mixed. Close proximity to 
border with CZ, SK is a 
stimulus, while the border 
with BY, UA, LT, RU is a  
deterrent.

- slightly different spatial 
location patterns among 
indigenous and foreign 
owned firms

- surprisingly, no significant 
effect of the German 
border

(2) (4) (6)

VARIABLES ex ex_nfoe ex_foe

… … …

lndist_PLDE -0.00197 0.0160 -0.0199

(0.0277) (0.0290) (0.0317)

lndist_PLCZ -0.113*** -0.119*** -0.160***

(0.0313) (0.0309) (0.0423)

lndist_PLSK -0.143*** -0.148*** -0.000226

(0.0448) (0.0451) (0.0602)

lndist_PLBY 0.0446 -0.00404 0.326***

(0.0534) (0.0522) (0.0856)

lndist_PLUA 0.190*** 0.192*** 0.197***

(0.0397) (0.0392) (0.0663)

lndist_PLLT 0.174** 0.162** 0.296**

(0.0801) (0.0795) (0.119)

lndist_PLRU 0.195*** 0.217*** 0.121

(0.0703) (0.0692) (0.103)

Constant 4.460*** 4.318*** 0.926

(0.723) (0.729) (0.951)

Observations 4,536 4,536 4,536

Region FE YES YES YES

Year FE YES YES YES

Pseudo R2 0.0859 0.0818 0.132

Alfa 0.398 0.401 0.544

AIC 41441 39631 27119

BIC 41698 39888 27376



THE LOCATIONAL DETERMINANTS OF EXPORTERS IN POLAND 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

VARIABLES ex ex ex ex ex ex

lndist_motor -0.0398** 0.00210 -0.00543 -0.00699 -0.0130 0.00738

(0.0179) (0.0176) (0.0116) (0.00905) (0.0101) (0.00865)

lndist_droad -0.151*** -0.147*** -0.284*** -0.167*** -0.207*** -0.108***

(0.0210) (0.0208) (0.0150) (0.0127) (0.0141) (0.0149)

lndist_rail -0.0671*** -0.0672*** -0.213*** -0.135*** -0.152*** -0.0875***

(0.0221) (0.0219) (0.0173) (0.0148) (0.0156) (0.0144)

lndist_airp -0.416*** -0.348*** -0.155*** -0.106*** -0.112*** -0.108***

(0.0277) (0.0279) (0.0194) (0.0195) (0.0184) (0.0197)

lndist_seap 0.194*** 0.130*** 0.144*** 0.134*** 0.130*** 0.0905***

(0.0445) (0.0444) (0.0273) (0.0221) (0.0252) (0.0222)

ln_tfp 0.130*** 0.131*** 0.159*** 0.164*** 0.119*** 0.118***

(0.0126) (0.0127) (0.0102) (0.00931) (0.0103) (0.00971)

ln_graduates 0.0151** 0.0157** 0.0146*** 0.00317 0.0369*** 0.0282***

(0.00672) (0.00655) (0.00470) (0.00392) (0.00476) (0.00451)

ln_capital 0.323*** 0.288*** 0.0968*** 0.0484*** -0.00795 -0.0591***

(0.0254) (0.0248) (0.0180) (0.0153) (0.0196) (0.0176)

road_access 0.0116***

(0.00229)

ln_roads 0.590*** 0.454*** 0.632*** 0.703***

(0.0183) (0.0163) (0.0180) (0.0184)
- Similar role of proximity to infrastructure endowments 

- Positive role of average TFP, no. of tertiary graduates, region’s fixed capital endowment, road 

accessibility on the no. of exporters                        The table continued on the next slide



THE LOCATIONAL DETERMINANTS OF EXPORTERS IN POLAND (CONT.)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

… … … … … …

SEZ 0.352*** 0.463*** 0.271*** 0.251***

(0.0190) (0.0181) (0.0179) (0.0173)

unem_r -3.881*** -2.771*** -2.766*** -3.047***

(0.208) (0.195) (0.207) (0.202)

metro 0.306*** 0.134*** 0.177*** 0.116***

(0.0329) (0.0325) (0.0293) (0.0304)

SEZ *  ln_foe 0.329***

(0.0109)

sh_heduc 8.114*** 6.876***

(0.361) (0.378)

sh_e_ind 0.600*** 1.254***

(0.130) (0.128)

pop_dens 0.00037***

(2.67e-05)

Constant 3.139*** 2.982*** 0.606*** 0.494*** -1.389*** -1.853***

(0.240) (0.245) (0.196) (0.173) (0.194) (0.192)

Observations 3,402 3,402 3,402 3,399 3,402 3,402

Pseudo R2 0.0966 0.0979 0.156 0.180 0.172 0.181

AIC 30435 30394 28462 27616 27910 27625

BIC 30637 30602 28689 27849 28149 27871

- Positive role of SEZs and FOEs within SEZs

- Better situation of the labour market

- Agglomeration matters (metropolis, pop dens)

- Human capital + industry structure



THE DIFFERENCES IN THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION AMONG DOMESTIC AND 
FOREIGN-OWNED FIRMS

(1) (2) (5) (6) (7) (10)

VARIABLES ex_nonfoe ex_nonfoe ex_nonfoe ex_foe ex_foe ex_foe

lndist_motor -0.0263 0.00746 0.0184** -0.0914*** -0.0176 -0.0336***

(0.0184) (0.0184) (0.00932) (0.0199) (0.0186) (0.0123)

lndist_droad -0.164*** -0.161*** -0.113*** -0.0979*** -0.0926*** -0.0837***

(0.0220) (0.0218) (0.0159) (0.0216) (0.0214) (0.0192)

lndist_rail -0.0738*** -0.0738*** -0.0938*** -0.0370 -0.0348 -0.0524***

(0.0229) (0.0228) (0.0153) (0.0243) (0.0236) (0.0182)

lndist_airp -0.385*** -0.331*** -0.0789*** -0.555*** -0.423*** -0.214***

(0.0280) (0.0285) (0.0212) (0.0313) (0.0312) (0.0240)

lndist_seap 0.172*** 0.121** 0.0922*** 0.284*** 0.162*** 0.122***

(0.0485) (0.0484) (0.0246) (0.0364) (0.0376) (0.0366)

ln_tfp 0.131*** 0.131*** 0.123*** 0.150*** 0.153*** 0.152***

(0.0129) (0.0129) (0.0100) (0.0173) (0.0168) (0.0163)

ln_graduates 0.0158** 0.0164** 0.0295*** 0.0197** 0.0199*** 0.0304***

(0.00672) (0.00661) (0.00470) (0.00803) (0.00769) (0.00596)

ln_capital 0.259*** 0.231*** -0.106*** 0.625*** 0.558*** 0.165***

(0.0255) (0.0249) (0.0183) (0.0302) (0.0297) (0.0236)

road_access 0.00938*** 0.0210***

(0.00232) (0.00241)

ln_roads 0.705*** 0.680***

(0.0188) (0.0234)

- FOEs more: motorways, road access, airport, capital, TFP, 

- Indigenous firms: factors of deeper nature / role of path-dependency
The table continues on the next slide



THE DIFFERENCES IN THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION AMONG DOMESTIC AND 
FOREIGN-OWNED FIRMS, CONT.

(1) (2) (5) (6) (7) (10)

VARIABLES ex_nonfoe ex_nonfoe ex_nonfoe ex_foe ex_foe ex_foe
… … … … … … …

SEZ 0.225*** 0.347***

(0.0185) (0.0234)

unem_r -3.216*** -2.030***

(0.214) (0.254)

metro 0.0818** 0.273***

(0.0329) (0.0357)

sh_heduc 7.351*** 5.304***

(0.400) (0.469)

sh_e_ind 1.070*** 1.736***

(0.135) (0.166)

pop_dens 0.000358*** 0.000399***

(2.74e-05) (3.03e-05)

Constant 2.950*** 2.829*** -2.228*** 1.094*** 0.776*** -3.718***

(0.257) (0.261) (0.201) (0.256) (0.254) (0.290)

Observations 3,402 3,402 3,402 3,402 3,402 3,402

Pseudo R2 0.0892 0.0900 0.172 0.163 0.168 0.236

AIC 29159 29135 26518 19503 19404 17837

BIC 29361 29343 26764 19705 19613 18082

- Greater predictability of  FOEs vs. non-FOEs locational decisions

- Agglomeration, SEZs, industry structure matters more for FOEs exporters



CONCLUSIONS

 We contribute to the literature, not only by accounting for agglomerations per se
(or their types), but by controlling for a whole set of conditioning determinants,
including first and second nature factors

 More significant role of the second-nature factors, and in particular the
proximity to infrastructure (better accessibility and thus lower transport costs
and better market access) and the access to second factor endowments, and in
particular to human capital, as well as overall productivity of the region

 The impact of the proximity to the border is significant but the results are
mixed. On the one hand, the positive influence of proximity to the southern
neighbours and, on the other hand, the negative effect of closeness to the
eastern border

 Some degree of unevenness in the locational decisions between indigenous
and foreign-owned exporters. The FOE exporters are more sensitive to
geographical factors, proximity to infrastructure or the metropolitan city.
Indigenous exporters are influenced to a higher extent by deeper-rooted factors,
including historical or cultural nature, and thus are more path-dependent



CONCLUSIONS CONT.

 Foreign-owned exporters are more spatially concentrated, what proved the
role of agglomeration forces in their locational choices. Similarly, the effect of
SEZs on exporter’s location is positive for both indigenous and foreign
exporters, but to a larger extent for the latter

 Important policy implications. Greater accessibility is of prime significance.
The ongoing investments should be continued in order to increase the overall
attractiveness, particularly in the disadvantaged regions. The type of the
infrastructure should be taken into account – interregional infrastructure
should be developed. Furthermore, the regional human capital endowment
has a heavy bearing

 Referring to the ongoing discussion on the direction of the regional policy, the
development of the metropolitan areas shall be supported. This stands in
contrast to the equalization-oriented regional policy currently implemented in
Poland which by definition favours underdeveloped areas



CONCLUSIONS CONT.

 H1 shows that FOEs pay more attention to the evaluation of the investment
climate than indigenous firms do (the goodness of fit of the models was higher
for the former). H2 has been positively verified, as we have shown that
exporting FOEs are attracted to agglomerations. This reflects that FOEs are
interactive firms, paying attention to what agglomerations do offer

 Undoubtedly exporting FOEs are attracted by high unemployment (an investor
wishes to cut costs, thus remuneration offered in the highly unemployed area
can be lower), however with less magnitude that in the case of indigenous
firms. This again reflects FOEs orientation towards agglomerations

 FOEs are more predictable in terms of their locational determinants. They
pay more attention to the quality of infrastructural endowment and the
quality of inputs. It bears important policy implication for the local authorities
competing for FDIs. However it would require further research and the
elimination of the endogeneity issue, we are of the opinion that the exporting
activity of FOEs contributes to the intensification of the agglomeration
processes

 The further research, however, is recommended with more attention paid to
the industrial structure of exports and destination externalities (à la Koenig
(2009) and Cassey et al. (2016)


